Abstract: Trapped ions are one of the most promising approaches for the realization of a universal quantum computer. Faster quantum logic gates could dramatically improve the performance of trapped-ion quantum computers, and require the development of suitable high repetition rate pulsed lasers. Here we report on a robust frequency upconverted fiber laser based source, able to deliver 2.5 ps ultraviolet (UV) pulses at a stabilized repetition rate of 300.00000 MHz with an average power of 190 mW. The laser wavelength is resonant with the strong transition in Ytterbium (Yb + ) at 369.53 nm and its repetition rate can be scaled up using high harmonic mode locking. We show that our source can produce arbitrary pulse patterns using a programmable pulse pattern generator and fast modulating components. Finally, simulations demonstrate that our laser is capable of performing resonant, temperature-insensitive, two-qubit quantum logic gates on trapped Yb + ions faster than the trap period and with fidelity above 99%. 
Introduction
Trapped ions are envisaged as a future platform for quantum information technologies and for the realization of a full scale universal quantum computer [1, 2] . In this context an architecture has been proposed [3, 4] for the realization of a scalable, integrated ion trap quantum computer.
However, there are experimental challenges facing its practical realization related to the speed of a two-ion entangling gate which is essential for universal quantum computation. To date, most of the schemes proposed are based on resolving motional side bands of the ion within the trap, which restricts the gate time to be longer than the trap period [5, 6] . The fastest entangling gates on trapped ions take several to tens of µs [7, 8] . Speeding up these gates would represent a major advance toward large-scale quantum computation.
To overcome this limitation, a gate protocol that uses resonant laser pulses has been proposed [9] . Here the pulses give state-dependent momentum kicks to the ion with one π pulse that transfers the population from the ground state to the excited level of the ion, and a second counter-propagating pulse which coherently reverses the process back to the ground state via stimulated emission. Each pulse pair induces a force in the same direction which is proportional to the number of pairs used for the momentum kick. When the timing of the incident pulses is precisely controlled, fast entangling gates can be implemented with minimal motional heating. Experiments have been demonstrated to realize ultrafast gates with only single-spin operations, with a frequency-tripled multi-watt yttrium vanadate laser producing off-resonant picosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 120 MHz. These pulses are used to drive Raman transitions and to enable quantum logic in a Ytterbium ion (Yb + ) [10, 11] . Laser pulses generated at 1564nm in the seed oscillator (blue box) are amplified with Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and pass through large effective area -highly non linear fibers (LEAF-HNLF) to create an octave-spanning supercontinuum spectrum. Spectral slicing of this spectrum to extract the 1108.6 nm wavelength components takes place in three similar pre-amplification stages (Y1,Y2 and Y3). Ytterbium doped gain fiber, spliced with a chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG). Light first enters the circulator which directs it through the gain fiber and then through to the CFBG. Since the gain fiber is before the CFBG, light is amplified twice when passing through each stage. A 2 km long SMF spool between Y1 and Y2 chirps the pulse before high power amplification. A fast switching EOM connected at the output of Y3 is driven by pulse pattern generator (PPG) RF voltage signals. Optical isolators, polarization controllers, fiber polarizer, and EDFA-preamplification stage including dispersion compensation fiber are omitted for clarity. (b) The free space up-conversion portion. Chirped pulses from the Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier (YDFA) are compressed with a diffraction grating pair, then the compressed pulses are frequency up-converted to 369.53 nm via PPSLT and LBO crystals. D1, D2, and D3 are dichroic mirrors. (c) Control electronics for pulse pattern generation. Includes a feedback loop to synchronize and stabilize the pulse repetition rate, fast electro-optic-modulator (EOM), and slow acousto-optic-modulator (AOM) drivers for pulse switching signals.
Here, we demonstrate a fiber laser system designed for ultrafast quantum gate application with Yb + which is tunable to the exact resonance of an atomic transition. The source operates at a repetition rate of 300 MHz which corresponds to the cavity 5th harmonic, and this number can be scaled up by mode locking the cavity to higher order harmonics leading to an increase in the gate speed.
The laser generates 2.5 ps UV pulses, a maximum power of 190 mW and a wavelength that is resonant with the strong, 369.53 nm S 1/2 -P 1/2 transition of Yb + . UV pulses are generated starting from an amplified mode-locked telecom band fiber laser emitting 55 fs pulses. Subsequently the pulses propagate in a highly non-linear fiber (HNLF) where a supercontinuum spectrum is generated. A portion of the spectrum around 1108.6 nm is selected from the supercontinuum for the generation of UV power via two frequency upconversion stages in nonlinear crystals. Our architecture allows multiple wavelength channels in the supercontinuum to run in parallel for different applications. For example three stages of frequency doubling of the 1905 nm wavelength could produce a novel source for two photon cooling of hydrogen atoms [12] . This system architecture offers greater flexibility when compared to commercially available pulsed UV lasers which have a limited range of available repetition rates, wavelengths, and output powers. Except for the harmonic generation stages, laser architecture is fiber based, providing stability and compactness.
Laser source

Mode-locked fiber laser
The fundamental oscillator in our system is an Er-doped linear fiber laser with a length of ∼ 170 cm (see top-left in Fig. 1(a) ). It operates at 1564 nm wavelength, pumped by a 976 nm laser diode. Fiber lengths are optimized to balance dispersion and non-linearity. Passive mode locking is achieved using a fiber butt coupled, 1.3 mm × 1.3 mm semiconductor-saturable-absorber mirror (SESAM) with 9% absorption. The fundamental repetition rate of the cavity is 60 MHz which can be increased by increasing the pump diode current and altering the cavity birefringence, to produce harmonics in the cavity. Increase in the pump current allows multiple solitons to co-exist in the cavity and cavity birefringence is changed by manual fiber polarization controllers. After optimizations we get a clean and stable (up to many weeks) 5th harmonic and ramp-up the repetition rate to 300 MHz with low timing jitter. To synchronize the laser pulses with the pulse selecting modulators and further minimize the pulse to pulse timing jitter the repetition rate is locked to 300.00000 MHz by introducing a free space piezo-mounted mirror (PMM) on a translation stage at one of the cavity ends.
A repetition rate error signal is produced by RF mixing of an external clock with the laser repetition rate. A direct digital synthesizer (DDS) divides the 300 MHz optical pulse repetition rate by a factor of two to generate a 150 MHz laser repetition rate signal which is then mixed against a 150 MHz reference signal generated by RF-filtering the 15th harmonic from a 10 MHz clock reference. The error signal is fed into a SRS SIM960 proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller which servos the PMM to stabilize the laser's repetition rate. The rest of the laser system inherits this repetition rate.
Infrared wavelength selection
As shown in Fig. 1 (a) the laser pulses from the fundamental oscillator are amplified to 120mW with an IPG Photonics EAR-IK-C-PM Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The amplified pulses are compressed to 55 fs with 50 cm piece of large effective area fiber (LEAF) and spliced with 14 cm of Sumitomo HNLF. Low soliton number (<15) in LEAF and short pulse duration ensure coherence in the supercontinuum and forthcoming stages, which has been detailed previous [13] for this system. Pulses passing through the HNLF have sufficient peak intensities to generate an octave-spanning supercontinuum, 1000 nm < λ < 2000 nm [13] . In the future, the ends of this supercontinuum could be used as a f-2f interferometer to generate a signal useful for stabilization of the seed laser's carrier envelope phase. Wavelength selection is dependent on the requirements of the desired application. We select 1108.6 nm light from the supercontinuum by first spectral slicing around 1110 nm with a wavelength-division-multiplexer (WDM) and then coarse filtering using a custom-made chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) as shown in Fig. 2 (b). After passing through series of these stages we have a total of ∼ 30 mW of average power, sufficient for the high power amplifier. Before amplification, pulses are chirped with 2 km of single mode fiber (SMF), between the first two pre-amplification stages. A Keopsys (F-CYFA-016-01) 5 W Ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier (YDFA) has been used for high power amplification and provides a maximum of 4.7 W average power at output.
Ultraviolet pulse generation
In contrast to the IR amplification stages, for frequency up-conversion we want pulses with the highest intensities in order to obtain a strong nonlinear effects. The YDFA output is collimated in free space and passes through a pair of LightSmyth LSFSG-1000 transmission gratings, configured with anomalous dispersion (see Fig. 1(b) ) and an inter-grating distance of about 2.4 m to remove the chirping, which compress the 30 ps pulses to 1.9 ps as indicated in Fig.  2(a) . Frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) was used to measure the pulse length with a MesaPhotonics FROGScan equipped with an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer which covers a wavelength range of ∼ 503 nm-577 nm. During dechirping, unwanted amplified spontaneous emission centered at roughly 1070 nm in the YDFA output spectrum is removed by spatial filtering. The overall compressor efficiency is 75%, with most losses from multiple passes through the >90% efficient transmission gratings. Hence the maximum average power available for frequency up-conversion of the compressed pulses is 3.5 W.
Up-conversion is a two stage process that starts with second harmonic generation (SHG) of the compressed 1108.6 nm IR laser pulses to green 554.3 nm pulses. The vertically polarized compressed 1108.6 nm pulses are focused to a ∼ 22 µm @1/e 2 radius spot in a type I, quasi-phase-matched (QPM), periodically-poled-stoichiometric LiTaO 3 (PPSLT) crystal, with an estimated peak intensity 0.38 GW/cm 2 . We achieved maximum SHG average power of 2 W and a single pass IR to green conversion efficiency of 57% using an improved version of the apparatus described in [14] , with a more powerful YDFA and corresponding dispersion optimization.
After SHG the fundamental and second harmonic beams are separated by a dichroic beamsplitter (Semrock FF665-Di02) with 96% pump transmission and 98% reflection for the second harmonic. As shown in Fig. 1(b) an adjustable delay is introduced and the beams are then recombined to generate UV pulses via sum frequency generation (SFG). Selection of an appropriate crystal is vital to achieving efficient non-linear conversion of the pump pulses into UV light. This becomes more crucial when dealing with ultrafast pump beams with high repetition rates and therefore limited intensities. Crystals from the borate family are a promising option for high power UV generation due to their high transparency in the UV spectral region and high optical damage threshold [15] . Therefore, we use a critically phase matched LiB 3 O 5 (LBO) crystal (10 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm, Raicol Crystals, AR coated for all three SFG wavelengths), with a theoretically estimated acceptance bandwidth of ∼ 1.32 mrad·cm [16] , operating in a type I configuration. Second harmonic and residual IR beams are focused to spot sizes of 35 µm and 40 µm @ 1/e 2 radius respectively inside the LBO. These beams carry maximum peak powers of 1.74 KW and 2.9 KW respectively, corresponding to peak intensities of 35 MW/cm 2 and 57 MW/cm 2 . In these conditions, we produce a maximum of 190 mW UV power, giving a single pass UV conversion efficiency η = P 370 nm /(P 1108 nm × P 554 nm ) of 8%W −1 in SFG. The lack of saturation rolloff in the UV power graph indicates that the UV conversion efficiency is limited by the input powers, as shown in the Fig. 3(a) . A Semrock Di02-R405-25x36 dichoric beamsplitter and a Semrock FF01-405/150-25 filter (370 nm reflection > 90%) are used to separate the UV light from the IR and green. The SFG-pump beams both have an M 2 of ∼ 1.4, while the resulting UV beam has M 2 > 2 and average circularity < 40%.
Immediately after isolating the UV beam from the IR and green components, a telescope consisting of cylindrical and plano-convex lenses is placed in the beam path for beam profile correction and collimation, and as a result the UV M 2 is improved to 1.5, comparable to the M 2 of the input beams. The initial lower beam quality indicates that spatial walk-off in the pump beams is limiting beam overlap and hence conversion efficiency. Spatial walk-off can be reduced to improve SFG efficiency by employing a combination of crystals before LBO [17] . Group velocity mismatch (GVM) could be another factor in degrading UV power due to the long length of the crystal.
The time bandwidth product (TBWP) of UV pulses is measured to be ∼ 0.94, as compared to 0.315 for a sech 2 shaped pulse. The TBWP is higher than ideal due to uncompensated higher order dispersion in the grating compressor, which could be inferred from chirping in the fundamental IR pulses as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The UV spectrum is centered at 369.53 nm, with a FWHM width of ∼ 0.18 nm, as measured by an Ocean Optics HR 4000 spectrometer configured for measurement in the UV. We find that the UV spectrum coincides with the spectrum peak of a reference external cavity diode laser (ECDL), locked with the S 1/2 -P 1/2 Yb + transition as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The UV center wavelength can be tuned to the exact resonance by slight variation in the crystal phase matching (within acceptance bandwidth) or by heating/cooling of the wavelength selecting CFBGs. When the laser is fully optimized, UV pulse peak power is stable within 5% over many hours. The power fluctuations happen on a fast time scale compa- rable to the laser repetition rate with a pulse timing jitter of ¡15ps when the repetition rate of the fundamental oscillator is locked and stabilized.
Cross-correlation
Conventional techniques for characterization of ultrafast pulses rely on the SHG from time delayed copies of pulses. These schemes are limited to IR and visible spectrum. Implementation of such schemes for UV pulses is cumbersome due to unavailability of suitable non-linear crystals and spectrometers. Therefore, in our case UV pulse duration (τ UV ) has been estimated by a cross-correlation (CC) technique. After SFG unconverted IR (reference) and UV (to be measured) pulses are separated from the residual green pulses with a Semrock FF01-379/34-25 filter by reflecting 554 nm pulses and transmitting 1108 nm (> 70%) and 370 nm (> 90%) wavelengths.
Subsequently the IR and UV pulses are separated with a Semrock FF665-DiO2 dichroic beamsplitter with transmission > 95% at 1108 nm and > 98% reflection at 369.5 nm. IR and UV pulses are directed to different paths with a delay line in the IR beam path as shown in Fig.  4(a) . Then we combine these pulses again with a dichroic mirror (Semrock FF665-DiO2) and overlap them co-linearly with a beam profiler. Overlapped beams are focused in 1 mm-thick critically phase matched LiIO 3 crystal with cut (θ =30.2 • , φ =0 • ) for type I difference frequency generation (DFG).
As a result of the DFG process a CC signal at 554 nm is produced. Delay translation in small steps provides us with different signal strengths that form the CC envelope, with a FWHM of 3.8 ±0.1 ps as shown in Fig. 4(b) . To extract the unknown pulse duration from the CC envelope duration, their deconvolution is needed. First we measured the FWHM duration of the reference pulses (τ IR = 2.5 ps) using FROG and from the CC FWHM duration (τ CC ) of 3.8 ps we estimated a ∼ 2.5 ps duration of the UV pulses. For negligible GVM, we can calculate τ UV = (τ p CC − τ p IR ) p −1 to be ∼ 2.5 ps, where p −1 ∼ 0.6 for sech 2 pulses [18] . Also, the actual-CC and reference pulse durations are roughly the same, which gives us a straight forward estimate of UV pulse duration at ∼ 2.5 ps.
IR pulse broadening can be attributed to the dispersion induced chirping after SHG and SFG, as evident from pedestal formation as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) .
Pulse switching
Generating arbitrary UV pulse patterns by switching on and off individual pulses is one of the most critical steps for the implementation of fast quantum logic gates. The high power, ultrafast duration and high repetition rate of the pulses make it extremely difficult to achieve fast switching in a single stage with currently available technology.
To overcome this problem we have instead implemented a two-stage solution based on fast low-power IR switching and slower high power UV switching to generate almost arbitrary patterns. For fast IR switching we use an EOspace polarization-maintaining lithium niobate electro-optic modulator (EOM) between the last pre-amplification stage and the YDFA. The EOM has insertion losses < 4 dB and requires a RF driving voltage of V π < 3.5 V. The pulse sequences are generated by digitally modulating the EOM with amplified and DC biased pulses from a 12.5 GHz Picosecond Pulse Labs Model 12050 pulse pattern generator (PPG). The PPG operating in the data configuration mode writes out a pattern of digital pulses (1/0), which correspond to the output RF voltage states for EOM (ON/OFF). Fig. 5(a) (red) shows a pulse pattern generated by the PPG. This pulse modulation propagates through all subsequent stages in the laser system until the UV acousto-optic modulator (AOM). We measured the spectral and temporal properties of the switched pulses using FROG at different points during up-conversion and after DFG, and find that the pulse properties remain the same.
For pulse sequences with relatively long off periods or a low duty cycle in output the IR EOM is not a complete solution. The IR EOM can only be shut for up to 10% of the total time since the YDFA stage requires a minimum average input power to prevent the amplifier from being damaged. To implement arbitrary pulse switching we also modulate the UV pulses directly with an AA Opto-Electronics Model MQ110-A3-UV AOM (see Fig. 5(a) , blue). The modulator is driven with an RF power of < 4 W at 110 MHz, and has a 1st order diffraction efficiency of 85%.
Synchronization of the fast and slow modulators with respect to the pulse train is essential to generate complex UV pulse patterns. The AOM function generator produces a 10 MHz clock reference fed in to the PPG. The PPG provides the reference signal for the repetition rate stabilization which aligns single pulses and individual switching windows with a fixed delay. As a result, a fast-switched UV pulse pattern has been generated with long time delays as shown in Fig. 5 . Time-domain pulse patterns are recorded by a DSO8104A Agilent fast oscilloscope with a GHz resolution bandwidth. We intentionally introduce a dead time of 45 pulses (150 ns) at the start and end of the fast switching program to balance the rise and fall time in the AOM (110 ns) as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Besides many-pulse UV patterns as discussed so far, few-pulse UV patterns with OFF time > 4 µs are also produced as shown in Fig. 5(d) . Using the fewpulse procedure it is also possible to make short arbitrary pulse patterns followed by many µs OFF time, such as required for implementing quantum gates, which illustrates the flexibility of the switching system in generating a variety of pulse patterns.
Fast gate implementation analysis
In order to assess the application of this laser system to ultrafast quantum logic [9, 19, 20] in Yb + , we calculate the fidelity for a fast gate performed with the given laser parameters, following the techniques presented in [21] . Table 1 shows the results given the laser repetition rate of 300 MHz and Gaussian intensity fluctuations of 2.67% standard deviation around the average intensity to mimic the experimentally measured fluctuations. The Fast Robust Antisymmetric Gate (FRAG) [19, 20] was found to be optimal for this setup, and two gates are presented: a 30 pulse-pair gate with a duration of 2.8 µs, and 150 pulse-pair gate with a duration of 0.55 trap periods or 693 ns. The 150 pulse-pair gate is the fastest FRAG scheme possible with a 300 MHz repetition rate. The mean and standard deviation in fidelity are given for each gate and different initial number states n in Table 1 , where the fidelity distribution arises from Gaussian fluctuations in the laser intensity and thus pulse area. The small pulse time jitter of the laser does not affect the gate fidelity.
Fidelity calculations were performed using a linear Paul trap containing two Yb + ions, with (|00 + |01 ), was chosen to calculate the fidelity and capture the relative phase dynamics of the gate. The initial motional state of the trap was taken to be a tensor product of Fock states with equal n for the centre-of-mass and stretch modes,
which simplifies computational requirements for fidelity calculation [21] . The consistent fidelities for each initial number state n provide a conservative approximation for an initial low-temperature thermal state, due to population in such a state being dominated by low-n excitations in the number basis. The counter-propagating π-pulse pairs comprising the fast gate provide momentum kicks at times determined by the FRAG scheme. Pulse switching will provide the required freedoms in pulse timings. By applying a π phase shift to the second pulse in each pair [22] , the Bloch sphere rotation for each ion occurs in the opposite direction to the rotation from the first pulse. Area fluctuations in each pair of pulses are correlated, as the pulse pairs are constructed from a single laser pulse using a beam-splitter; the π phase shift thus cancels unwanted population transfer. The mean pulse area is assumed to perform an ideal π pulse on the ions, however systematic errors are similarly canceled by the phase shift.
The simulation results show that this laser system is already capable of performing entangling gates, with fidelity above 99.9%, that are faster than demonstrated gates in a trapped ion system. A gate twice as fast as the trap period can be performed with fidelity above 99%. Fidelity is dependent upon the trap's initial motional state; higher temperatures exacerbate infidelity from inexact momentum transfers. To provide fidelity improvements above 99% or to extend the scheme to higher temperatures, composite pulse schemes can be used to construct π pulses with increased robustness to intensity fluctuations [23] .
Conclusions and outlook
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a pulsed fiber laser with scalable repetition rate, capable of generating picosecond UV pulses at 300 MHz. Our laser is ideal for high-fidelity fast gates in ion traps, where the pulse repetition rate must be far greater than the trap frequency.
The fiber architecture provides robustness and compactness to the laser system, which can be further increased by replacing the free-space pulse compressor with a hollow-core fiber. The octave-spanning supercontinuum contains a range of wavelengths, which enables ample choice of fundamental wavelengths. We choose 1108.6 nm and frequency upconversion to 369.53 nm via SHG and SFG, for resonance with the S 1/2 -P 1/2 energy levels of the Yb + ion. The maximum single-pass SFG efficiency is 8% W −1 and the overall IR-UV conversion efficiency is 5.4%, which compares quite favorably with the previously achieved efficiencies with various peak pump intensities [24] [25] [26] . Besides many potential applications, this laser has specifically been modified to operate as a fast quantum-logic gate source. For this modification we have developed a fast UV pulse switching technique to produce arbitrary pulse patterns in time. The UV pulse duration of 2.5 ps has been estimated by cross-correlating UV pulses with the residual IR pulses via DFG after SFG.
Scalability in the repetition rate without significantly changing the pulse energy is one of the distinguishable features of our laser system. With modification to our current set-up it is possible to push the repetition to the GHz range and keep the pulse energy the same. The laser design would not necessarily have to change, but to keep the same pulse energy would require commensurate scaling of the average power. Recent progress [27] in fiber amplifier technology makes this prospective feature of laser system feasible.
Simulations of gate fidelities show that the laser is capable of performing high-fidelity fast gates with gate times faster than previous implementations, and even below the trap period. Higher repetition rates would provide further improvements in the gate time: simulations for a 1 GHz repetition rate with our laser's parameters provide gate times as fast as 0.36 trap periods (447 ns) with fidelity above 99%. 
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